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Olle Nordström
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ABSTRACT

In Sweden accidents due to loss of stability and steerability caused bybraking with
locked wheels to a large extent occur on icy roads in the winter. It is therefore essential
that anti-lock systems that are expected to eliminate this type of accidents perform well
under these circumstances. In order to establish suitable test methods and realistic
performance levels investigations have been made both with passenger cars and commer-
cial vehicles including heavy trailers.

Stability and steerability in terms of staying within lane boundaries with restricted
steering wheel corrections and braking performance in terms of braking efficiency related
to a reference performance in terms of lateral friction, locked wheel friction, optimum
friction (ECE/EEC) or friction according to the ISO TR 8349 method have been considered
as primary safety criteria.

These investigations are described and the results summarized. As winter perfor-
mance test methods the following are discussed and recommended together with
suggested minimum performance

- J-turn braking performance test on ice

- split friction test with very low friction on one side

- straight line braking on ice

- Transition from low friction to high friction surface

l. INTRODUCTION

 

.In Sweden the necessity of driving under winter conditions with very low road
adhesion can be expected from the middle of October to the end of April or approximately
six months of the year. Not only homogeneous low friction but also asymmetric so called
split friction and transitions from low to high friction or the opposite are frequently met
during the winter period. '

Safe braking under these conditions is for obvious reasons a serious problem. Studded
tyres have been found to be one effective way of raising the safety level and is widely
used on passenger cars in winter time. They are also to some extent used on trucks but
hardly on heavy trailers. Even with studs the friction level can be below 0.2 and the risk
of wheel locking with loss of steering control and stability during braking is considerable
during emergency braking.

Antilock braking systems With good performance under these conditions can
therefore be expected to give asignificant reduction in traffic accidents where braking is
involved.
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The Swedish Road Safety Office, The Swedish Board for Technical Development and
other Swedish organizations interested in traffic safety research have therefore sponsored
several projects with the aim to investigate what can be expected from vehicles equipped
with antilock systems in terms of stability, steerability and braking performance. The
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI) has been active in most of these
projects.

This paper summarizes investigations during five winterperiods from 1980-1986 and
presents proposals for 'antilock system test procedures and requirements, the aim of which
is to ensure good braking performance under winter conditions.

These test-s are to be regarded as proposed complementary winter service require-
ments to be added to the more general requirements in the ECE/EEC regulations.

2. ANTI-LOCK SYSTEM TESTS UNDER WINTER CONDITIONS CARRIED OUT BY VTI

2.1. Test procedures

 

The following anti-lock system test procedures have beenstudied

- steerability tests on ice comprising

l) J-turn braking

2) Braking in a steady state turn

3) Single lane change braking

- split friction test defined as straight line braking with one side of the vehicle
on a high friction surface and the other side on a low friction surface (ice)

- straight line braking test on ice

- transition from low to high friction and the opposite with ice as low friction
surface

The steerability and split friction tests evaluate different aspects of steerability and
stability and braking efficiency while the two remaining test types primarily evaluates
braking efficiency.

The conclusion from these studies is a recommendation to include the following
winter service approval tests for antilock systems.

l. Driver controlled J-turn test on ice

2 Split friction test with one very low friction surface

3. Straight line braking test on ice

4 Transition test from very low friction to high friction.

In the following the different test procedures and test results will be presented and
discussed.

2.2. Test vehicles

 

Tests were carried out with the following vehicles which are shown in figure 2.1. All
heavy duty vehicles were air braked, with S-cam drum brakes. .
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- 1980 with a two axle heavy duty truck and a two axle drawbar trailer both

equipped with two antilock systems, Girling and WABCO. (Vehicle 1 and 5)

- 1981 with the same vehicles (1 and 5) now equipped with three antilock

systems, Girling GX, WABCO and Bosch. In addition a three axle heavy duty

truck with Bosch antilock system was used. (Vehicle 3)

- 1984 with a three axle heavy duty truck and a two axle drawbar trailer with a

prototype system. (Vehicle 4 and 6) and with the six heavy vehicle

combinations 7-12 all equipped with WABCO antilock systems.

- 1985 with a three axle heavy duty truck (Vehicle 2) equipped with a new

version of the WABCO antilock system and with two passenger cars. (Vehicle

14 and 15)

- 1986 with three passenger cars (Vehicle 16, 17 and 18) and the heavy duty

vehicles 2 and 13. Vehicie 13 was equipped with a Bosch system.

 

TEST VEHICLES TEST HEIGHT TEST VEHICLES TEST NEIGHT
KG KG

1 m 6500-13000

2 '55% 9600-22700

   

3g 15800 14 *636* 1215-1520
HONDA PRELUDE

m 10800
N_

5W 1200043000 15 *o--o- 1600-1920

 

6W 16300 4-5..,

            

M

7 WG _ 17000-51400 16

8 all-0;; 13000-28500
"'1 . 1580-1840

9 (21W 15000-36400

  

 

10 07% 20500-51400
gif i 1 7 * - 1640-1810

11 _ VOLVO 760

M12 = J 1 22000-66400

13 :J- . 50900

_ 10 20 30
Veh1c1e length m

               

Figure 2.1 Test vehicles
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3. REASONS FOR CHOOSING ICE INSTEAD OF OTHER LOW FRICTION SURFACES

The reason for choosing ice as test surface is that it is a representative winter road
condition that is durable and relatively easy to produce and maintain. A disadvantage is
that it requires temperatures below OOC. It has unfortunately till now not been possible to
find an alternative surface that has all the important Characteristics of ice. One of these
Characteristics is that a wheel Operating at high slip reduces the friction of the ice for the
following wheels. This means that on ice the front wheels can get higher friction than the
rear wheels which has a destabilizing effect. On wetted low friction surfaces for test
purposes the effect is normally the opposite as friction increases when the water is wiped
away.

4; STEERABILITY TESTS

4.1. Justification

 

Vehicles with anti-lock systems on steered wheels will if they meet the require-
ments of a straight braking efficiency test and a split friction test certainly possess some
degree of steerability. The split friction test can indeed be regarded as a kind of high
friction steerability test. On very low friction surfaces a bad antilock system may,
however, give either very poor stability or very poorsteerability due to high slip levels
and poor slip distribution between front and rear axles. In both cases the expected safety
benefits will not be obtained and in the unstable case it might even be more dangerous to
use such an antilock system than a normal brake system or vehicles with antilock system
only on the rear axle. It is therefore essential to test the steering qualities during
emergency braking on low friction in a special test.

This is also true for trailers as the steerability and stability of a vehicle combination
depends also on the performance of the trailer.
Three basic steering tests have till now been used in connection with antilock systern
evaluation:

l. J-turn braking.

2. Braking from a steady state turning condition (Braking in a turn).

3. Braking during a single lane change

J-turn braking as an open loop constant step steer input test for passenger cars with
antilock systems was proposed by Sweden at the 1974 ESV congress. This was the result of
a research program carried out mainly by the Swedish car industries SAAB SCANIA and
VOLVO but in which VTI also took active part.

Braking in a turn on a high friction surface has been standardized by ISO for
passenger cars with normal braking systemsas an open loop test with constant steering
input. TUV Rheinland has tested and proposed this method also for passenger cars with
antilock systems. In order to assess the steering reserve an additional test with increased
steering angle is used in this case.

Single lane change braking is part of the SAE recommended practice J46 for testing
of antilock systems (slip control systems).
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4.2. Tests carried out by VTI.

In 1980 VTI carried out tests on ice according to the three basic methods. The
braking in a turn test was, however, made with driver control. For this test type both
100 m and 300 m radius were used. The tests were made with an air braked heavy truck-
drawbar trailer combination equipped with two wellknown European antilock systems.

The conclusion from these tests was that all three procedures can be considered
meaningful in order to assess steering Characteristics during braking on ice. The open loop
type of testing turned out to be more severe than the closed loop type with driver control.
The truck had a tendency to oversteer especially with one of the antilock systems which
with fixed steering angle resulted in rear axle spin out. This could be avoided by driver
control without excessive efforts. The tests at 300 m radius gave similar results to those
at 100 m radius in terms of stability problems and deceleration level. This indicates that
it could be sufficient to use the less expensive 100 m radius.

In 1981 it was considered desirable to choose one of the methods for :further studies.
The J-turn test was chosen being a compromise between the braking in a turn and single
lane change in terms of driver skill, lateral space requirement and possibility to choose
between open loop and closed loop versions of the test. It was decided to use 100 m radius
in the closed loop version. During these tests the ice was roughened by a specially
designed multi wheel trailer with studded passenger car tyres running at 100 slip angle
(figure l1.1) in order to increase the friction level and reduce friction variations due to
polishing and other environmental effects. The tests were carried out with the same truck
and full trailer now equipped with three different antilock systems two of which had not
been tested in 1980. An additional truck equipped with only one of the systems was also
tested.

Further tests have been carried out with the closed loop J-turn test, in 1984 with
one truck-drawbar trailer combination, two tractor semitrailer combinations and three
tractor-semitrailer plus drawbar trailer (double) combinations and in 1986 with a single
truck and a tractor-semitrailer-centre axle trailer (double) combination. In 1985 and 1986
a total of five passenger cars have also been tested.

4.3. Proposal for a J-turn braking test on ice

Based on the practical experiences from the VTI investigations a driver controlled
J-turn braking test on ice with the following specification is proposed for combined
evaluations of stability, steerability and braking performance of vehicles with antilock
system on a steering axle. Other test surfaces can be used for a more general test for less
severe conditions.

4.3.1. Test track surface. The test track surface shall be ice with a friction level
that permits a maximum cornering speed without braking between 40 and 60 km/h.
Especially for tests with heavy vehicles it is recommended that the ice is roughened by
ordinary passenger car tyre studs, preferrably by using the special multiwheel trailer with
side slipping wheels according to figure 4.1. In order to get a suitable friction level, an air
and ice surface temperature well below 0°C is normally also required. The track surface
must not deviate more than 1% from the horizontal measured over the track width in
radial direction and over 10 m along the track.
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l+.3.2. Test track configuration. The test track which is shown in figure 4.2 shall

consist of a straight entrance lane, 30 m long and 0.5 m wider than the vehicle, followed

by a 100 m radius curved lane, 100 m long and 1.5 m wider than the vehicle.

ery 10 m. It must be possible to drive at least

lateral acceleration.The lanes may be marked by cones ev

50 m in the Circular lane at maximum

    

Figure 4.1 Multiwheel trailer with studded passenger car tyres for ice conditioning

treatment.

 

Vehicle width + 1.5 m .

 

Vehicle width + 0.5 m

lock braking test with driver control. Test track configuration.

Figure 4.2 J-turn anti
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4.3.3. Instrumentation. The vehicle must be equipped with instruments for measuring
and recording

vehicle speed

braking distance

steering wheel angle

 

4.3.4. Test procedure for motor vehicles.

1. Determine the maximum constant speed (VM) at which it is possible to drive
through the J-turn lane without excessive steering corrections.

2. Make J-turn braking testswith the antilock system in operation and full brake
pedal application when the front axle is within i' 1.5 m from the end of the
entrance lane. Determine the maximum initial speed VO from which the test
can be made without leaving the lane, and without excessive steering
corrections. It is recommmended to do this by changing the initial speed in
steps of approximately 2.5 km/h starting from 75% of VM.

3. Check that VM has not changed. If this is the case use the new value of Vmax
as reference.

4. The vehicle is considered to be inside the lane as long as no part of the tyre
tread has crossed the boundary lines.

5. Steering corrections are considered excessive if they exceed i 1800 from the
straight line position.

VM and V0 shall be the mean value from three tests.

Stability and steerability performance E5 is expressed by the ratio (VG/VM)2.

8. Braking efficiency is expressed by EBY = aALS/ayM
Acceptable alternatives are:

551. = aALs/aL
51313 = aALs/aE
where
ayM = Maximum lateral acceleration
aALS : Mean deceleration with antilock system in operation
aL = Mean deceleration with locked wheels from 40 km/h on the

same type of surface
aE = Maximum constant deceleration without wheel locking from

0.75 VO km/h, calculated from front axle braking deceleration
_ (ECE/EEC method)

9. Proposed minimum performance requirements:

Stability / steerability index E5 _>_ 0.64L

Braking efficiency index EBY 3 0.50

Braking efficiency index EBL 3 0.90

Braking efficiency index EBE _>_ 0.75
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4.3.5. Test procedure for trailers The proposal concerning trailer testing is the

following:

A trailer equipped with an antilock system shall be tested in combination with a
towing vehicle also equipped with an antilock system. Both vehicles shall have the same
type of tyre equipment. Both vehicles shall be tested unladen or laden. It is also
recommended that jackknife preventing devices are used at all articulation points.

The test is performed in the same manner as for the single motor vehicle. In
addition a test is made where only the trailer is braking. From this test the trailer
deceleration is calculated. The rolling resistance of the truck should be taken into account
with the values 0.015 for the driven and 0.01 for non driven wheels.

4.4. Test results

 

Test results from the closed loop J-turn test are presented in figure 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the relationship between the steerability/stability index E5 and the
braking efficiency EBY for passenger cars and for heavy duty vehicles.

Figure 4.4 presents the relationship between E5 and EBL also with separate results
for passenger cars and heavy duty vehicles.

Figure 4.5 shows the relationship between E5 and EBE. The results are from
passenger car tests only as front axle deceleration in the curve has not been made with
heavy duty vehicles.

The diagrams show no correlation between the steerability/stability factor and the
braking efficiency. Results from tests with increasing initial speed have depending on tyre
equipment given both increasing and decreasing braking efficiency.

From the diagrams can be seen that if all results were to be accepted the following
limits should be set:

E3 2 0.5, EBY 3 0.50, EBLZ 0.9, E55 3 0.75.
The proposal to set the minimum requirement on E5 to 0.64 is based the opinion and

that this value is more representative for state of the art. The vehicles that did not reach
this value should be improved.
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5. SPLIT FRICTION TEST WITH VERY LOW FRICTION ON ONE SIDE

5.1. Justification

The split friction condition, where the wheels of the vehicle is on high friction on
one side and very low friction on the other, is a typical winter time road surface
condition in Sweden and drivers are trained to make use of one sided high friction when it
is available. Vehicles with standard braking system are by design capable of utilizing the
high friction. This is not necessarily the case when an antilock system is fitted. In fact
there are systems on the market which adapt the braking force of both wheels on an axle
to that demanded by the wheel with the lowest coefficient of friction. These systems have
the advantage of not giving yaw stability problems and in principle being less costly. The
disadvantage in terms of longer braking distance (S) becomes more and more pronounced
when the low friction coefficient is lowered since approximately S = A/K2 where A is a
constant if the initial speed and braking efficiency is constant. K2=Low friction
coefficient.

In figure 5.1 the braking distance from 50 km/h is shown as a function of the low
friction coefficient when 5 m/s2 can be achieved on the right friction surface and the
braking efficiency is 100%. It can be seen that at a friction coefficient of 0.1 the braking'
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distance is 95 m for a system adapting to the low coefficient (select low system)
compared to 32 m for a system with individual wheel control. Antilock systems with these
Characteristics are not desirable on roads were split friction conditions with very low
friction can be expected. In order to check split friction braking performance, the low
friction coefficient should be as low as possible.

5.2. Tests carried out by VTI

VTI has performed tests on split friction surfaces with ice as low friction surface
having peak and locked wheel friction coefficients 0.1 with standard tyres and sand
bonded to the ice with water as high friction surface giving a friction coefficient ,of about
0.6 (figure 5.2). The test speed was 50 km/h. As shown in the figure, antilock braking tests
were performed also on the low and high friction surfaces for reference purpose. Part of

the test program also included measurement of the friction coefficients Kl and Kz
according to ECE/ECE regulations. This was done with front axle braking without wheel
locking.

Passenger cars, heavy trucks and truck trailer combinations with commercially
available systems and also one prototype system (see figure 2.1) have been tested. The
systems represent different control strategies from "select low" that adapts to the low
friction to individual wheel control.
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Figure 5.2 Split friCtion
test procedure

Figure 5.1 Split friction
braking efficiency
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5.3. Results

In figure 5.3 the braking ratio Z3 obtained in the split friction test is compared to
the Optimum braking ratio defined as (Zl + 22)/2. The braking ratios Zl and 22 are those
obtained by antilock braklng tests on the high and low friction surfaces with the vehicle in
question. Braking ratio is defined as the mean deceleration divided by gravity acceleration
(9.81 m/52).

It can be seen that the select low system has a braking efficiency of only 27% of the
optimum braking ratio compared to values between 75 and 9096 for systems with a higher
degree of individual wheel control. In figure 5.4 the braking ratio Z3 is compared to a
minimum required braking ratio (422 + 21)/5 proposed by E Petersen from WABCO. The
tested vehicles with select low antilock systems did not meet this requirement. In figure
5.5 test results are compared with the ECE/EEC requirement 23 _>__ 0.75 (GKZ + K1)/5. The
ECE/EEC requirement was easier to meet than that from WABCO.

 

0 23 ' Heavy duty vehicles . . . .
; x passenge, cars 10.0% Figure 5.3 Split friction .

ä 0 4 / i test results.
o / x Comparison with
5 /x optimum performance.
3:: 0 3 /. i' 75%
m . */
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l- 4 /: /
9 /// /
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' 0 1 /// / 25%-
I //

s ///

   

0.'1 0.'2 0.'3 0T4
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Figure 5.4 Split friction Figure 5.5 Split friction
test results. test results.

Comparison with Comparison with
WABCO proposal. ECE/EEC

requirements.
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5.4. Discussion

 

The formula used in figure 5.4 uses the actually achieved braking ratios on the two
surfaces and in most cases allow a select low system to be used on the front axle of a two
axle vehicle. It has been argued that systems with high efficiency on homogeneous
surfaces are disfavoured as the requirement in absolute deceleration is higher than for a
less efficient system. If 75% of the friction coefficients Kl and Kz are used instead of Zl
and Zz this problem is eliminated but vehicles with an efficient select low system on all
axles can pass the test if the coefficient of friction exceeds 0.2 for the low friction
surface (see figure 5.1). If a sufficiently low KZ value is required this risk is eliminated. It
is however recommended to use Zl and 22 as the test procedure then is simpler.

The ECE/EEC antilock regulations do not require a split friction test for trailers. In
Sweden a vehicle combination is allowed to weigh about 52000 kg of which 36000 kg may
be the trailer weight. If a select low system is used on all trailer axles and on the front
axle of the truck, about 90 percent of the combination mass will be braked with low
friction brake forces compared with only 66% if the trailer axles are individually

controlled. If 22:0.1 and 21:0.5 23 in the first case will be 0.140 and in the second 0.236.
This difference is considered large enough to justify the same split friction requirements
for trailers and motor vehicles.

5.5. Split friction braking performance of vehicle combinations with and without antilock
system in operation

In 1980 split friction tests were also carried out in order to compare performance
with and without antilock system. Four unladen heavy vehicle combinations (vehicles 6, 7,
10 and ll in figure 2.1) were used. All were equipped with load sensing valves and WABCO
antilock systems. Three drivers took part in the test but each combination was tested by
only one driver.

The result of these tests was that the braking efficiency in most cases was 10-2096
higher with the normal braking system than with the antilock system in operation. The
efficiency of the antilock systems was about 80% of (Zl+Zz)/2. Both with and without
antilock system it was possible to keep the vehicle within a 3.5 m lane. The steering and
braking task was, however, more difficult without antilock system. The maximum steering
angles were about 90 degrees with and 1350 without antilock system.

5.6. Proposal for a winter condition split friction test

This test is specified in line with the ECE/EEC antilock system regulations except
for

- Lower low friction
- Measurement of antilock braking ratios instead of friction coefficients
- Minimum performance requirement according to WABCO
- Trailer test requirement

5.6.1. Test track. The test track shall have two surfaces, one with high friction on
one side of the center line and one with low friction on the other side. The width of each
surface must be large enough to allow braking tests with the vehicle.
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The low friction surface shall have a peak coefficient of friction of 0.1 i 0.05 and a
locked wheel friction of 0.1 - 0.05 in the speed range 50 - 15 km/h This requirement is
met by new (less than 24 h) smooth ice even at -150C according to VTI experience if
standard tyres are used on the vehicle. This condition is considered to be met if the
braking ratio with the antilock system in operation is between 0.15 and 0.04. The high
friction surface shall have a peak coefficient of friction of at least 0.5. This condition is
considered to be met if the braking ratio with the antilock system in operation is at least
0.375 (75% of 0.5). Sand bonded to ice with water can meet this requirement. A track
length of 100 m has turned out to be sufficient.

5.6.2. Test procedure
l. Measure the mean braking ratio with antilock braking for each of the two

surfaces in the speed range 40 - 20 km/h when the vehicle is braked from 50
km/h.

2. Measure the mean braking ratio 23 in the speed range 40 - 20 km/h when the
vehicle is braked from 50 km/h with its left and right wheels on each side of
the boundary between the high and the low friction surface.

 

5.6.3. Performance requirements
1. No part of the (outer) tyre treads must cross the boundary line during thestop.
2 Steering corrections must not exceed 1200 during the first two seconds from

brake application and not exceed 2400 in all.
3. The braking ratio Z3 must not be less than:

Z3 min _>_ (422 + Z1)/5

Zl = Braking ratio on high friction surface
Zz = Braking ratio on low friction surface
Z3 = Braking ratio on split friction

5.6.l4. Trailer test. The trailer should be tested together with a representative
towing vehicle equipped with an approved antilock system. The combination must meet
the requirements for a single vehicle. The braking efficiency of the trailer should also be
tested by means of separate trailer braking according to the procedure in 5.6.2. When Zl,
Zz and 23 are calculated the rolling resistance of the truck should be taken into account
with the values 0.015 for driven and 0.01 for non driven wheels.

 

6. STRAIGHT LINE BRAKING ON ICE

6.1. Justification

 

Straight line braking on a homogeneous surface is the classic and basic way of
testing the braking performance of vehicles. The ECE/EEC antilock braking regulations
prescribe straight line low friction tests. The friction level is however allowed to be as
high as 0.0. A test on ice is therefore regarded as a useful winter service approval
requirement.
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6.2. Tests carried out by VTI

Straight line anti-lock braking tests on ice have been made in comparison with

locked wheel braking

best driver control braking

peak friction measured with single axle braking according to ECE/EEC
antilock regulation

Standard reference tyre friction coefficient measured with the Swedish
constant slip (13-1596) friction test vehicles BV 11 and BV 12 (see figure 6.1
and 6.2) measured at 40 and 20 km/h. BV 11 had a 4.00-8 tyre and BV 12 a
5.60 - 15 PIARC "Europe" tyre both with rib tread, in accordance with ISO TR
8349 on friction measurement.

Tests were carried out with the following vehicles which are shown in figure 2.1.

- 1980 with a two axle heavy truck and a two axle drawbar trailer both equipped
with two antilock systems, Girling and WABCO. (Vehicle 1 and 5)

1981 with the same vehicles (1 and 5) now equipped with three antilock
systems, Girling GX, WABCO and Bosch. In addition a three axle truck with
Bosch antilock system was used. (Vehicle 3)

1984 with a three axle truck and a two axle drawbar trailer with a prototype
system. (Vehicle 4 and 6)

1985 with a three axle truck (Vehicle 2) equipped with a new version of the
WABCO antilock system and with two passenger cars, Audi and Honda.

- 1986 with three passenger cars, Audi, Ford Scorpio and Volvo.

Tests have been made from initial speeds ranging from 70 to 35 km/h for trucks and
trailers and, for passenger cars from 110 to 50 km/h.

Most of the tests have been done in the temperature range -5OC to -ZOOC but tests
have also been made near 0°C and down to -30°C. Except in 1980 the tests have been
made on ice roughened by the special multiwheel trailer with studded passenger car tyres
shown in figure 4.1. The treatment results in a somewhat higher and more uniform friction
and reduces polishing effects which tend to lower the friction.

6.3. Results

 

The results are summarized in figure 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7.

From the figures can be seen that as a rule the braking efficiency with antilock
systems is higher than with locked wheels and higher than best driver performance. In
tests with laden and unladen vehicles the unladen vehicles tend to get higher deceleration
but not necessarily higher braking efficiency based on peak value.

The 75 96 efficiency required by ECE/EEC regulations is not always met on ice by
antilock systems for heavy vehicles. For the tested passenger cars with and without studs
the efficiency is close to 10096.
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Longitudinal friction coefficients obtained with the reference tyres on friction test
vehicles BV ll and BV 12 according to the constant slip method gave the same values as
the peak friction coefficients obtained by single axle braking according to ECE Regulation
13 both for a truck and a passenger car with standard tyres (0.17).

6.4. Discussion

 

According to Annex 10 in ECE regulation 13 it is for normal brakes allowed to have
a braking efficiency of 50% at a friction coefficient of 0.2. It could therefore be debated
if the efficiency requirements on antilock systems on ice should be as high as 75% of the
peak friction coefficient. The test results indicate that 90% of the locked wheel friction
could be a more suitable requirement. A locked wheel test is also the simplest and least
expensive alternative. In order to avoid stability problems the locked wheel braking tests
on ice are recommended to be done from an initial speed of 40 km/h.

6.5. Proposal for a straight ahead braking test on ice

Based on the field test experience and theoretical considerations the following test
is proposed.

Test surface: The test surface should be ice with a locked wheel friction of 0.1 1:
0,05 or a peak friction of 0,20 i 0.05 measured with the test vehicle itself or the friction
test vehicle BVll or equivalent equipment. Roughness of the ice by means of the special
multiwheel trailer according to figure 4.1 is recommended. The air and ice surface
temperature should be below zero 0C, preferrably between -5 and -15°C.

 

Test speed: The initial speed shall be 40 km/h for vehicles with tyres without studs
and 50 km/h for tyres with studs (additional test for passenger cars).

Braking tests: Make locked wheel and antilock braking stops with a pedal force that
on high friction would give at least 5 m/sz. The mean value of the results from at least
three tests of each type should be used for the efficiency calculation. For each test the
mean deceleration is calculated by the formula â = 5.56/T m/s2 where T is the time from
V = 35 km/h to V :15 km/h.

 

Minimum requirement on braking efficiency:

âALS/âL _>_ 0-9 or (ZALs/ZLOCK) _>_ 0-9

âALS = Mean deceleration with the antilock system operating. ZALS :-

âAL5/9.81

âL = Mean deceleration with all wheels locked. ZLOCK = âL/9.81

Trailer tests: Trailer tests are made by braking only the trailer and correcting for
the rolling resistance of the towing vehicle. The rolling resistance coefficient for
nondriven wheels may be assumed to be 0.01 and for driven wheels 0.015. A better
alternative is to make a coast down test with the towing vehicle alone.
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Alternative test method: Tests may also be performed according to the procedure
prescribed by ECE/EEC regulations but on the same ice surface. It is considered as more
difficult to carry out and meet the requirements of ,this test.

 

Reference
wheel

Figure 6.2 Friction test vehicle BVlZFigure 6.1 Friction test trailer BVll
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Figure 6.3 Straight line antilock braking efficiency in relation to locked wheel braking.
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7. TRANSITION TEST FROM LOW TO HIGH FRICTION

7.1 Justification

 

When a vehicle with normal brakes is braked on very low friction and suddenly
encounters a transition to a high friction surface the braking torque applied by the driver
is immediately fully utilized up to the limit of adhesion for each axle as they pass on the
new surface.

In the same situation but braking a vehicle with an antilock system fully adapted to
the low friction there is a risk that the pressure recovery might be very slow and result in
an unacceptably long braking distance compared with a normal braking system. The new
ECE/EEC antilock braking regulations therefore demands a test in this respect. The
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requirement on the high/low friction ratio is however only 2:1 which is low for winter
service conditions

7.2 Tests carried out by VTI

Tests with one heavy duty truck antilock system on ice with very low friction
resulted in pressure dr0ps to near zero with recovery rates of not more than 3 bar/sec
that could not be influenced by a sudden transition to high friction. This corresponds to
about 1.5 seconds to reach 4.5 m/s2 deceleration. Transition tests with other systems
indicate that 0.7 seconds is a reasonable target from a technical point of view.

7.3 Discussion

 

If the vehicle deceleration is measured the wheelbase has to be taken into account.
At 50 km/h an additional time delay of 0.7 seconds will cover all practical cases. A total
deceleration transition time to 4.5 m/s2 of. 1.5 seconds for heavy duty vehicles and 1.0
second for passenger cars has been considered to be a reasonable requirement for winter
serVice.

7.4 Proposed winter service test

The test shall be made with full brake application at a pressure that corresponds to a
deceleration of at least 5 m/s2 starting on a low friction surface which must not give the
vehicle a higher deceleration than 1.5 m/s2 with the antilock system in operation. The
vehicle speed at the transition to high friction must not be less than 50 km/h. The high
friction surface must allow an antilock braking deceleration of at least 4.5 m/sz. This
deceleration must be reached within 1.5 seconds for heavy duty vehicles and within 1.0
seconds for passenger cars. This time is measured from the front axle transition time.

8. HYBRID LABORATORY TESTING - A FUTURE TYPE APPROVAL PROCEDURE?

The practical difficulties are considerable both technical and economical in
obtaining test tracks that give the desired friction Characteristics and are large enough
for safe high speed and cornering tests. In fact they are that large that ECE/EEC
regulations regard peak friction coefficients up to 0.4 at 40 to 50 km/h as low and do not
specify speed or slip Characteristics of the tyre/ road adhesion. Furthermore the problems
connected with brake lining Characteristics must not be forgotten.

For antilock systems with electric wheel speed signals these problems can be
eliminated by real time computer simulation of the tyre/road Characteristics; brake
torque Characteristics and vehicle motion dynamics including wheel speed sensor signals.
The real vehicle that is to be tested is connected to the computer through an interface so
that the simulated wheel speed signals are received by its antilock system controller and
the wheel brake cylinder pressures measured by sensors on each wheel are fed back to the
computer. During the test the vehicle is stationary in the laboratory with the engine
running. The test engineer has only to apply the brakes after starting the computer
program.

This technique has been used by VTI with promising results.
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At present it is possible to simulate:

- Straight braking on a homogeneous surface

- Straight braking on a split friction surface with steering corrections based on
yaw motion

- Braking during steady state cornering with constant steer input

- J-turn braking with constant steer input applied at the same time as the
brakes

- Braking on a surface with changing friction can also be simulated as the
computer programme contains two tyre models for each wheel

Validation simulations have been made with a two axle truck with an unladen weight
of 6 500 kg and a laden weight of 13 000 kg. The vehicle was equipped with three different
types of antilock systems. This vehicle was also used in the already mentioned tests on
real ice tracks split friction tracks as well as on high friction tracks.

The following tests were used for the validation:

- Straight braking on homogeneous ice. Initial speed 10 and 20 m/s

- Straight braking on a split friction surface. Initial speed 10 m/s

- J-turn braking on ice with constant steering input corresponding to 100 m
radius applied at the same time as the brakes. Initial speed ll m/s

- Straight braking on a high friction surface with the peak friction coefficient
0.6. Initial speed 30 m/s

In all the tests the ranking order in performance was the same in simulation and real
test. The general Characteristics in terms of deceleration, lateral acceleration and yaw
behaviour over time were also quite well reproduced. This also applies to wheel speeds and
brake pressures. Test were made both with identical tyre data on front and rear wheels
and with somewhat reduced friction on the rear wheels. The best results were obtained in
the latter case. This is in line with the fact that ice friction is reduced by the polishing
effect of slipping tyres. In this case the front tyres polish the ice for the rear tyres. It is
not believed that this method of testing can replace real world tests but it looks promising
as a future complement for evaluating antilock system performance under conditions that
are too difficult, expensive or dangerous to require in real type approval tests.
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